EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON NOISE IDENTIFICATION OF MINIBUS REAR DRIVING AXLE WITH SOUND INTENSITY TECHNIQUE
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Abstract. Firstly, based on the theories and methods of acoustic intensity measurement, the surface radiation noise of the rear driving axle of minibus was tested in the bench experiment. With the analysis of the experiment data, sound power was calculated to plot the noise distribution of the rear driving axle. It was found that the major noise source closed to the case of main reducer of the driving axle. The major noise frequencies are related to the gear meshing vibration. These results basically coincide with the acoustic array experimental results.

Introduction

The driving axle, which transmits the power and motion, is a critical assembly unit for automobile. When the driving axle works, it will produce noise and vibration which have a great influence on the NVH quality of the whole minibus. Domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a lot of experimental researches on the controlling noise and vibration of the driving axle, and their works include: (1) simple measurement of the noise and vibration;(2) technologies and techniques for controlling noise and vibration;(3) modal analysis[1-3].

The frequencies of driving axle noise are discrete. In its spectrum, there one or several prominent peaks often appear. The literatures about the identification and control for the driving axle are relatively few. At present, the main methods and technologies for identifying the noises of automobiles, gearbox and engine are sound intensity measurement, acoustic holography measurement, acoustic arrays measurement, sound modal analysis, correlation analysis and partial coherence analysis, and so on[4-7]. In this paper, Firstly, based on the theories and methods of acoustic intensity measurement, the surface radiation noise of the rear driving axle is tested in the bench experiment. Then sound intensity contour map is used and sound power are calculated to plot the noise distribution of the driving axle and the main noise source is identified. These results will be compared with the sound array experimental results.

Identification Theory of Acoustic Intensity

The sound source with different natures produces particular sound signals, and the sound waves, in accordance with established laws of physics in space, propagate to form the sound field. The time history of sound pressure can be measured, at any point in the sound field, by using a non-directional characteristic microphone. This time history of sound represents the atmospheric pressure fluctuation in the position of the sensors, but this time history can not include much sound source information. Two microphones, arranged at the certain places in space with face to face or back to back manner, constitute a sound intensity apparatus, by which the sound pressure signal is measured, and the sound velocity would be obtained through processing the signal data. So the sound intensity could be calculated and sound source would also be identified.
Shown as Fig.1, assume the space between two face-to-face acoustical sensors as $\Delta s$. When the acoustical wave propagates along the $x$ direction, there exists sound gradient between the two acoustical sensor’s pressures.

Due to $\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} = -\rho_0 \frac{\partial v}{\partial t}$, so sound velocity can be expressed as

$$v(t) = -\frac{1}{\rho_0} \int \frac{\partial p(t)}{\partial x} \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When the space $\Delta s$ is far less than sound wave $\lambda$, then $\frac{\partial p(t)}{\partial x}$ can be approximately expressed as $\frac{[p_2(t) - p_1(t)]}{\Delta s}$, and the equation (1) can be changed as

$$v(t) = -\frac{1}{\rho_0 \Delta s} \int [p_2(t) - p_1(t)] \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Furthermore, the sound pressure of the middle position of two acoustical sensors can be considered as the average of $p_2$ and $p_1$

$$p(t) = \frac{p_1(t) + p_2(t)}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Then the instantaneous sound intensity along the $x$ direction

$$I_x(t) = p(t)v(t) = \frac{1}{2\rho_0 \Delta s} \int [p_2(t) - p_1(t)] \int [p_2(t) - p_1(t)] \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

According the definition, the sound power on rectangular scanning surface can be expressed as

$$W = \iint_S I_x(x,y) \, dxdy$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

If the rectangular scanning surfaces are discretized, then the estimated values at discrete points can be expressed as

$$W_{Estimated} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \bar{I}_n \Delta A_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $\bar{I}_n$ is the time-averaged normal sound intensity at the $i$th cell surface, $\Delta A_i$ is area of the $i$th cell surface, and $N$ is total number of cell surfaces.

By using formula (6), the sound power of every scanning projection plane could be calculated, and furthermore the noise contribution from every components of driving axle could be identified.

**Bench Test for Identifying the Sound Source of Driving Axle**

Test system includes hardware and software, shown as Fig.2 and Fig.3. B&K 3560C and PULSE Version8.0 were employed in the bench test. The microphone model is B&K4197, its frequency response range of 20Hz-40 kHz, and its sensitivity of 12.5mv/Pa (at 250Hz).
1-variable frequency driving motor; 2-univeral joint; 3-driving shaft; 4-main reducer; 5-driving axle case; 6-the differential; 7-differential axle; 8-loading motor; 9-scanning surface; 10-sound intensity measurement; 11-acceleration sensor

Suppose 21 scanning envelope planes there when the acoustic intensity method was employed to identify the noise source of driving axle. The distance between the noise source surface and the supposed plane is 200mm, and the spacing distance between lines is 30mm. The number of total measurement points is 246.

According to China National Standards, the driving axle is free of loads and the rotating speed of the driving shaft is 2304r/min, which corresponds to 50km/h of the minibus speed, for requirements of testing the NVH performance of minibus.

Experiment Results

Fig. 4 represents the noise signal measured at the position 20 centimeters apart from the surface of the driving axle. In this Figure, the noise concentrated at several frequencies such as 1367Hz, 1036.8Hz, which corresponding to four and three times of gear meshing frequency respectively, and so on.

By using the PULSE Version8.0 software, the noise signals from the acoustic intensity sensors were processed to obtain the sound intensity level distribution on the orthographical projection plane of the driving shaft-axle system, and also to obtain the sound intensity level distribution on the side projection plane of the driving shaft-axle, shown as from Fig.5 to Fig.9.
Fig. 5 Sound intensity cloud chart of rear driving axle’s front orthographical projection plane
Fig. 6 Sound intensity cloud chart of rear driving axle’s rear orthographical projection plane
Fig. 7 Sound intensity cloud chart of left side orthographical projection plane of transmitting shaft-rear driving axle’s
Fig. 8 Sound intensity cloud chart of right side orthographical projection plane of transmitting shaft-rear driving axle’s
Fig. 9 Sound intensity cloud chart of upper orthographical projection plane of transmitting shaft-rear driving axle’s
By using formula (6), the sound power level of every surface component is calculated according to the experimental data, and then the noise source is identified by the method of sound power ranking. The calculation results of sound power level for every orthographical projection plane are listed in Tab. 1. Fig.10 and Fig.11 are noise contribution distribution charts for all scanning planes. Fig.12 is the total sound intensity level distribution on orthographical projection planes of driving axle, by using the acoustical array method.

Table 1 the noise contribution from different projection planes of transmitting shaft-rear driving axle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main components</th>
<th>Projection planes</th>
<th>Sound power of planes($10^{-5}$W)</th>
<th>Sound power level/dB(A)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main reducer and differential</td>
<td>A,B,I</td>
<td>73.53</td>
<td>88.66</td>
<td>73.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitting shaft</td>
<td>ZC1,ZC2,ZC3</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>68.50</td>
<td>7.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential axles</td>
<td>ZA1,ZA2,ZA3</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>66.78</td>
<td>4.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential axles</td>
<td>ZB1,ZB2,ZB3</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>66.95</td>
<td>4.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing I</td>
<td>C,E,K</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>63.98</td>
<td>2.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing II</td>
<td>D,F,G</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>65.90</td>
<td>3.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing III</td>
<td>L,G,H</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>65.66</td>
<td>3.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.10 Noise contribution from overlooking projection plane (the Highest noise locate at plane A-main reducer)

Fig.11 Noise contribution from face projection plane (the Highest noise locate at plane B-main reducer)
Fig.12 Total sound intensity level distribution on orthographical projection plane of driving axle

It can be seen from Tab.1, Fig.11 and Fig.12, at the rotating speed of 2304rpm, the place with the maximum sound intensity level is located at the main reducer and differential, and its sound intensity level reaches 91.2dBA. The noise contribution from the main reducer and differential is as many as 73.24% of the total sound power.

At the rotating speed of 2304rpm, the identification result of the main sound resource, by using the acoustic array method, also indicated that the gear meshing from the main reducer is the main sound source.

Conclusion
The main reducer and differential, whose sound intensity level up to 91.2dBA, are the main sound source of the driving axle system. The noise mechanism of the main reducer and differential must be studied and the noise must be reduced.

The noise identification by using the acoustic intensity method can clearly identify the main noise source, and the identification result coincides basically with the acoustic array method.
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